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Identifying students who are in need eligibility, requiring less emphasis on The most recent legislative
of receiving special education services ' professional judgment and other fac- ' changes within special education law
is the most critical responsibility of as- , tors (e.g., inadequate instruction, Ian- now require a greater emphasis on
sessment personnel and members of guage, and environment). Specifically, the use of professional judgment
the Admission, Review, and Dismissal ' if a student was struggling in the class- , when making eligibility and instruc-
(ARD) committees. Eligibility for spe- ' room and was evaluated for special ed- ' tional decisions. Therefore, the pur-
cial education and the provision of ser- , ucation eligibility, the educational ' pose of this article is three-fold: (1) to
vices can significantly alter a student's ' diagnostician would administer IQ ' provide a review of the revisions
educational future. Determining if a and achievement tests and compare ' made within the Individuals with
student's low achievement is the result ' the scores. Consequently, if there was a ' Disabilities Education Improvement
of a specific learning disability (SLD) , 16-point discrepancy (criteria for : Act (IDEIA; 2004) with regards to
or other factors, requires knowledge, , Texas) between the student's full scale ' SLD eligibility determination, (2) to
experience, and expertise in the areas ' IQ standard score and an area of ' review the definition of professional
of learning, assessment, and disability : achievement, the student was deter- : judgment, and (3) provide guidelines
law (Council for Educational Diagnos- mined eligible to receive special educa- for educational personnel to follow
tic Services, 2007; Texas Adrninistra- ' tion services with SLD eligibility. ' when using professional judgment.
tive Code for Diagnosticians, 2008). Despite the technical inadequacy of
Educational diagnosticians and ARD : the simple difference method (Baer,
committee members play the central ' 2000; Fletcher, Denton, & Francis,
role in the special education eligibility , 2005; Proctor & Prevatt, 2003), they
determination process. Specifically, ' were appealing to educators for a vari- The 2004 Individuals with Disabili-
when determining eligibility, educa- : ety of reasons including the relative : ties Education Improvement Act
tional personnel must collect, analyze, ' ease in making SLD determinations , (IDEIA; 2004) and subsequent regu-
and interpret multiple types of data ' legallydefensible, and the emphasis on ' lations published in August 2006
from a variety of sources, while relying , eligibilityversus informing instruction ' have significantly changed the way
on knowledge obtained through pro- ' (Gresham, 2002; Kavale, 2005). These : students suspected of having specific
fessional training and experience. ,models required the use of some pro- learning disabilities (SLD) are identi-

For nearly three decades, tradi- fessional judgment, but did not require fied and found el~ble for special ed-
tional methods (e.g., simple difference the more advanced employment of ' ucation. According to the 2006
model) used for determining whether professional judgment as the focus of : IDEA regulations concerning SLD
a student had an SLD, over-ernpha- the evaluation now informs instruc- , (§300.307), each state must adopt cri-
sized mathematical approaches and tion as well as makes eligibility deter- , teria for determining whether a child
over-relied on scores to determine ' minations. ' has a specific learning disability as

, Reauthorization of SLD
Eligibility Determination
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defined by §300.8 (c)(10), which states ' committee members' professional identification, several state regulations
the following: (1) Must not require the ' judgment. ' have offered additional guidance
use of severe discrepancy between in- ' , (Schultz & Stephens, 2008). The regu-
tellectual ability and achievement for , Defining Professional Judgment ' lations concerning Sill identification
determining whether a child has a spe- , , provided by the state of New Mexico
cific learning disability as defined in ' As we move toward the increased 'offer the most comprehensive
§300.8 (c)(10); (2) Must permit the use ' emphasis on the use of professional ' description of professional judgment.
of a process based on the child's : judgment within the SLD eligibility : The New Mexico Public Education
response to scientific, research-based ' determination process, it is important ' Department (NMPED) provides a de-
intervention; and (3) May permit the ' to understand what professionaljudgment ' scription of the purpose of using pro-
use of other alternative research- ' is and how diagnosticians and educa- fessional judgment as a way of
based procedures for determining : tors should incorporate it when mak- : ensuring best practices are conducted.
whether a child has a specific learning , ing educational decisions regarding , The New Mexico regulations provide
disability as defined in §300.8 (c)(10); , students. According to Schalock and ' the following definition of profes-
(IDEA, 20 US.c.§ 1414 (b)(6)(A). 'Luckasson (2QO?), professional judg- ' sional judgment (NMPED, 2007):

State Education Agencies (SEAs) , ment is used to e.nsure best practices, .Professional judgment is a special
must use guidelines provided by the ' and. its use enhances the precision,' type of judgment rooted in a high
Federal government when developing , accuracy, and integrity of the deci-' level of professional expertise and
regulations for Local education agen- ' sions made by the educational diag-' experience;it emergesdirectlyfrom
cies (LEAs) to follow. With less em- : nostician. Additionally, Keyworth" extensive data. It is based on the
phasis being placed on the use of ' States, and Detrich (2007) stated that' professionals' explicit training, di-
simple difference scores, and more ' professional judgment is often de-' rect experience with those with
emphasis being placed on identifying , scribed by using the following terms:' whom the professionals are work-
a child's strengths and weaknesses and : professional wisdom, clinical exper-, ing, and specific knowledge of the
their response to intervention,' more tise, clinical decision making, clinical' person and the person's envi-
confidence is being placed on profes- ' judgment, informed clinical interpre- ronment. Competent professional
sional judgment. ' tation, and clinical reasoning. Specifi-' judgment is based upon the specific

As LEAs are no longer required : cally, professional judgment consists, strategieshighlightedin the box be-
to use a severe discrepancy model of a complex set of behaviors, gov-' low.Professional judgment is char-
when determining SLD eligibility, ' erned by individual learning histories' acterized by being: systematic (i.e.,
increased reliance will be placed on ' and subject to complex contingencies' organized, sequential, and logical),
educational diagnosticians' knowl- : (Keyworth, States, & Detrich, 2007)., formal (i.e., explicit and reasoned),
edge and expertise in the areas of ' Similarly, Facione, Facione, and Gian- and transparent (i.e., apparent and
learning acquisition and special edu- ' carlo (1997) defined professional' communicated clearly)(p. 27).
cation law, in addition to the selec- ' judgment as a reflective, self-correc- Similarly, this description of pro-
tion, administration, scoring, and : tive, purposeful thinking process ' fessional judgment was echoed in
interpretation of multiple forms of ' which requires the professional to ' the Iowa Department of Education
assessment. Eligibility criteria are no ' take into account content knowledge, ' (2006) special education eligibility
longer based on a simple score; , context, evidence, methods, concep- : standards that de.tCribed professional
instead, basis must be made through : tualization, and a variety of criteria ' judgment as: "The reasoned applica-
the analysis of multiple sources of ' and standards of adequacy (p. 2). 'tion of clear guidelines to the specific
data, the identification of strengths While the federal IDEIA regula- ' data and circumstances related to each
and weaknesses, and reliance on the ' tions do not specifically describe pro- : unique individual. Professional judg-
educational diagnostician's and' fessional judgment; as part of SLD ment adheres to high standards based

(Continued on page 6)
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on research anti informed practices explanation of all the collected data. Similarly, the state of Georgia's special
that are established by professional 0 Furthermore, they must be able to 0 education rules and regulations per-
organizations or agencies (p. 17)." 0 converge, analyze, and interpret data 0 taining to SLD eligibility deterrnina-

Educators often refer to profes- 0 in relation to the guidelines set forth : tion references the use of professional
sional judgment in terms of "critical 0 within the special education rules and judgment. Georgia's rules and regula-
thinking" which is exercised in a 0 regulations. Figure 1 highlights the 0 tions state the following:
practical and professional setting 0 major components on which the pro-
(Facione, Facione, & Giancarlo, 0 fessional judgment of educational 0

1997). Furthermore, professional 0 diagnosticians is built.
judgment is ingrained within all pro- 0

fessional standards and is a univer- 0 The Law and Professional
sally accepted component of 0 Judgment
professional skills (Keyworth,
States, & Detrich, 2007). Simply put,
everyone relies upon professional
judgment when making important,
well-thought out, evidence-based

.decisions,

The movement away from the use of a 0

o discrepancy model for SLD eligibility 0

o determination has placed more em- 0

o phasis on the use of educational diag- 0

nostician? professional judgment.
o Such changes have been specifically 0

o highlighted within several states?rules
o 'and regulations. The following guide- 0

lines are presented within the Texas
o Commissioner? Rules Guidance doc-
o ument. According to Texas inter-

pretation: '.

I
I'

"An individual's professional judgment
is only as good as his or her knowl-
edge and experience in relation to the
problems encountered. Consequently,
poor thinking, lirriited knowledge 0

base, and a lack of experience will re- 0

sult in imprecise decision making and 0

outcomes. Such practices by educa- 0

tional diagnosticians and educators
would be detrimental to the students 0

for which educational decisions are
being made. As a result, it is imp era- 0

tive that educational diagnosticians 0

and other educational personnel be
highly trained concerning educational
law, instructional practices, assess- 0

ment, and critical thinking skills. Addi- 0

tionally, educational diagnosticians 0

must be knowledgeable in the theories 0

of learning, well trained in assessment 0

theory and practice, and skilled in the 0

collection, analysis, interpretation, and

The determination of Sill must be
made through the use of profes-
sional judgment, including consid-
eration of multiple information/
data sources to support the eligibil-
ity determination. Information/
data sources may include statewide
assessment results, formal evalua-
tion test scores (IQ; achievement;
cognitivefunction/processing), RtI
progress monitoring data, informal
data (e.g.rating scales,student work
samples, interviews) and anecd?tal
reports. Such informition/ data
sources must include an 'observa-
tion of the clmdin the child'sfear~-
ing environment ,as related to' J:he,
area of Sill (TEA, 2007). . ,"

In order to determine the existence
of a Specific Learning Disability,
the group must summarizethe mul-
tiple sources of evidence to con-
clude that the child exhibits a
pattern of strengths and weak-
nesses, in performance, achieve-
ment, or both relativeto age, state-
approved grade levelstandards and
intellectual development Ulti-
mately,specificlearningdisabilityis
determined through professional
judgmentusingmultiplesupporting
evidences (Georgia Department of
Education, 2007).

As previously mentioned, New
o Mexico's Public Education Depart-

ment (2007) provides the most com-
o prehensive definition of professional
o judgment. New Mexico characterized
o professional judgment in terms of
o decisions being: systematic (i.e., orga-
o nized, sequential, and logical), formal
: (i.e., explicit and reasoned), and trans-
: pa~ent (i.e." apparent an,d communi-
o cated cleady)(p. 2}), '

;1 .-..:" .. !.;'

o Guide~C'~' fo.t:,~,qiplqying
o Profe,ssionalJ~dgffi,el}t
I • -:., <"";: }_":~f:i-:;i,,-~,~·~~..~ ',. ,~~::!<'--"~"~''',:;'i --,t5;'

Pr6fession~1 JudWept, when utilized
: by 'educattbrl"'al')aJ~griostki:ins;:' is an
: '~sse'rt#?i'~i~ompQ~dfi(ili£"i'aentltying
bdi' pr:ac6,ces it\Jeati¥g, 'i'ssessment
~nd' \;,~ljg15ilitJ",~~in2f,:?,protesslonal

: ,ju~gili'~'rli:A;¢i1Ha?ttbs'jlhtcac~.~l~cY'of
: 'He~isio~ t,triak!hi;~in>:c6mpiex:' situa-
: ·tio'n(~~~:vib:g-i'~libbilit1,'.'2Ussifica z:
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Figure 1. Major Components of Building Professional Judgment of Educational Diagnosticians

tion, and evidence-based practices 3. Applyingbroad-basedassessment tion prior to referral and ultimately
(Schalock & Luckasson, 2005), it is' strategies , the eligibilitydecision should be based
vital that educational diagnosticians' 4. Implementinginterventionbest 'on reliable and valid data collected
be confident in their ability to con- practices throughout the process. The diagnos-
verge knowledge, theory, experience, ' ' tician must be confident that the data

5. Planning,implementingandevalu- ,contextual factors, and critical think- , ' collectively identifies a pattern consis-atingsupports
ing skills when determining SLD eli- , , tent with the definition of SLD. This
gibility. Guidelines presented by' 6. Reflectingculturalcompetenceand can be accomplished by utilizing a
Schalock and Luckasson (2005), and diversity , multi-dimensional assessment process
also highlighted within the NMPED, Table 1 includes each of the six ' (Dehn, 2006), using multiple sources
regulations (2007, p. 27), include six strategies listed above and provides ' of data, guided by professional judg-
strategies educational personnel' guidelines for educational diagnosti- ' ment. When using this method, the
should follow in order to ensure ' cians to follow for meeting the re- : convergence of reliable and valid data
competent professional judgment ' quirernents of each strategy. ' analyzed will help educational diag-
practices when considering eligibility Educational diagnosticians and ' nosticians and ARD committees make
for SLD. The six strategies are as ' members of the ARD committee ' decisions that are accurate, pedagogi-
follows: should employ professional judgment ' cally sound, and legally defensible.

, at every decision point beginning' With the major changes regarding
, from the initial referral question to the SLD eligibility determination and the

question of eligibility. These impor- : emphasis being placed on the use of
2. Aligningdata and its collectionto 'tant decisions such as determining , professional judgment, some edu-

the criticalquestion(s)at hand ' fidelity of general education instruc- ' cational diagnosticians may feel the
(Continued on page 8)

1. Conductinga thoroughsocial
history
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Table 1. Guidelines for: Employing Professional Judgment
(Clinical Judgment)

Strategies and Guidelines
Conduct a thorough social history
• Be familiar with current legal findings
• Investigate, collect, and organize all relevant data covering student's life stages
• Obtain information from the individual, teacher, parents, and other pertinent sources
• Identify educational experiences-or lack thereof
• Identify differences in data findings and investigate and address possibilities for

differences
Align data and its collection to the critical question(s) at hand
• Develop a focused referral question (FRQ) and align data with FRQ
• Converge data and analyze findings for patterns and weaknesses
• Use evidence-based knowledge to incorporate current measures and strategies
• Assess and increase competence in professional judgment (e.g" additional training)
Applying broad-based assessment strategies
• Incorporate a broad evaluative strategy
• Use multiple sources of data within evaluation process(should this be moved one down?)
• Use a variety of formal, informal, and formative assessments.
• Consider treatment validity when assessing,
• Link assessment to instruction or intervention
Implementing intervention best practices
~ Integrate the results of the analyses into the selection of clearly stated intervention strategies
• Provide appropriate training and integrity checks of intervention implementation

,,~.:.. ,!,~~~"1?t,,<;,;o,n,;ciu,c;tprogress monitoring to determine response to instruction
,." ',' . ~g, Implementing, and evaluating supports

,-:: ,,~.~'<~ a.probl~m-solving model with progress monitoring to evaluate programming,
slB~~'f~liY~.individual, family, and scHool factors.

:-..,ec..,In,g~c1EtuJ.~1competence and diversity
9w.:~1c:;gal 'and,):'!twgt9ry,re8uir<:m~nts for nonbiased assessments,
,~~"~'\:;i" '~~~l't;,.\t '''~\ ~" .•.•.. ~ft,. t.",_

,~risi~!e:~Q_~$,fu}~2y:~;~~~,=,s_e_p","o_p_ul_'...:;~t:J._:o_n_s_."_'_h_e_n_s_e_Ie_c_tin_g_a_s_se_s_s_m_e_n_t_in_str_u_m_e_n_ts_'_

• Attend professional conferences
locally and nationally.

'Engage in district book studies.

~.~?~;~""
• Enroll in universit)"'asses~rriehY'

courses to gain a refresher' and
updates on new assessment
practices.


